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AWARD CITATION  

1. Surname, name and middle name NIKITIN IVAN NIKITOVICH

2. Rank Lieutenant

3. Position and unit Aircraft commander, 2 aviation regiment,  
1 transport aviation division of the Civil Air Fleet.

is recommended for order “RED BANNER”

4. Birth year 1915

5. Nationality Russian

6. Party membership None party member

7. Participation in the civil war and later 
in defence of USSR, in Patriotic war

In Patriotic war since 1941

8. Wounds and contusions None

9. In Red Army service since 1941

10. Drafted by which induction station mobilised according to the decree №0047 issued by 
the People Commissariat of Defence on 09/07/1941.

11. Previous awards Order “Red Star” decree #0608 on 10.07.193 by 
Western front.

12. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 Airship commander Lieutenant NIKITIN joined the Red Army ranks from the 
first days of the Patriotic war. 
 He is a pilot of the highest class. He can fly the heavy aircraft types during 
the both day and night hours and in any weather condition. He has excellently 
mastered the technique of flying by instruments, i.e. blind flying.  
 He has conducted numerous critical and special operations missions 
exhibiting example of courage, bravery, and high piloting skills. 
 During the Patriotic war, he flew 690 hours on heavy aircrafts, of which 193 
hours were during night missions. 
 He conducted 52 missions deep behind the enemy line, of which 3 missions 
were with landing. 119 missions were executed at the front line.  
 After being bestowed with a state award order “Red Star”, he executed 
another 39 missions behind the enemy line and 31 at the front line.  
 Courage, devotion, persistence in combat - these are the pilot NIKITIN 
personal qualities. 
 During the combat missions, his aircraft was being attacked multiple times 
by the enemy fighters and from the ground. But excellent piloting skills and the 
decisive and courageous attitude allowed him to successfully complete combat 
missions without losses.   
 For exemplary execution of the combat missions and exhibited courage and 
piloting skills, I recommend him to be bestowed with order “RED BANNER”. 

Commander of 2 aviation regiment 
17 March 1944    Major  signature  /SEMENKOV/   

Red Banner 
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II. Conclusion of the superiors

He deserves order “RED BANNER”

Commander of 1 aviation division 
Major General of airforce  signature /KAZMIN/

21 March 1944

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council

He deserves order “RED BANNER”

HEAD OF THE MAIN COMMAND OF THE CIVIL AIR FLEET 
Colonel General of airforce  signature /SHEBUNIN/

09 March 1944

IV. Conclusion of the Front Military Council

V. Conclusion of the award commission

VI. Award record 
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